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Since we started the Decision America Tour in Des Moines, Iowa, in January, I have been saying that I have no hope in
either the Democratic or Republican party. My only hope is in the Lord Jesus Christ and His power to transform hearts
and bring revival and moral renewal.

Mine is the tradition that birthed democracy. They were not perfect people but they came seeking freedom.
Imagine that in our current political landscape because I surely cannot. Still, I cannot help but view every bit
of coverage of the political process through my experience in church. It was only two weeks ago that the
Republican National Convention wrapped up in Cleveland, Ohio with Donald Trump became the official
nominee for the party. Because it does happen in church. It happens in all kinds of churches, not just those in
my tradition. Nor should they be. Would they wonder if they had made a mistake? What would happen if the
powers that be within the denomination would override their decision to call that person to be their pastor and
teacher? Would it create a panic within the members of that church? Or would it only raise the temperature of
those in the judicatory? Is this a question of who knows best? Because this is a question I carry into my
ministry every single day. There is a fair amount of distrust among the congregations I have served. They are
ever suspicious of the role of the judicatory. In the United Church of Christ , the association, the conference,
general synod and the national setting but in your tradition it might include presbyteries, synods and districts.
And they should be partners. That may very well be all fine and good until there is a problem with their pastor,
which seems to be the issue that the GOP is having with Donald Trump. They see the harm that he may cause
and they want to try to help. But, how do you do that? After all, the people voted for him. All of those
delegates in Cleveland got behind him. All that I can see is broken trust. It has already doubted the people.
Trust is already broken. So, then, what can be done to rebuild that trust? How do we hold that ground together
even when we disagree? How do we go back to the core of who we are? How do we move forward together?
We must move forward together. I confess to you that I am not a Republican but I love a whole lot of them.
They are in the churches I serve. I am their pastor and I always will be. Church has taught me the value of
building consensus. It is not a question of who know best. It has to be about the kind of trust that we can build
with each other so that we can move forward. Together, we must move forward. It is our only hope.
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The Only Hope for America: The Transforming Power of the Gospel of Jesus Christ [Luis Palau, Mike Umlandt] on
calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The acclaimed author of Say Yes! shows why only the
Gospel can bring about the social and economic reform.

Open our ears so w can hear Your voice. Open our mind so we can understand Your Word. And open our
heart so we may receive all that You want me to receive. AMEN This past week half the people in our nation
were happy because of the election results and half the people were not happy about the election results.
America is also becoming a nation that depends less on God and that is an even scarier place to be. How many
go unreported? Nearly 1 million same sex households were listed in in the USA. Colorado and Washington
legalize marijuana for recreational use. Families being torn apart every day in the US because of pornography,
drugs, alcohol, and gambling. And I could go on with more stats, but what I think is important about all of
these issues is this, who is to blame? It is easy to blame the president of the United States or the Supreme
Court. And I will say that they are all a part of the problem. But in reality, who should be the ones who are
truly influencing our society? There are over million people in the United States. In the US there are There are
nearly , churches in America. Even with that number of people claiming to be in a relationship with God
through Jesus Christ, we should be able to make a difference in this nation. There are plenty of believers in
this nation who should be making a difference and yet it seems that we lose battle after battle in regards to the
moral compass of the United States. Could it be that the church is not suffering from the sins of the world as
much as the world is suffering from the sins of the church? You know it is so much easier to see the sin in the
drunk, the hooker, the homosexual, the murderer, the thief and so on, but when it comes time to turn the
examination on ourselves, well that is no fun! Listen to what Jesus told us during His sermon on the mount.
But if the salt loses its saltiness, how can it be made salty again? It is no longer good for anything, except to be
thrown out and trampled underfoot. A town built on a hill cannot be hidden. Instead they put it on its stand,
and it gives light to everyone in the house. The church in America remains quiet on sin issues and then when
the church does speak up and puts its foot down people just leave the church. The salt has lost is saltiness and
the church is afraid to stand up for the things it should be standing up for. Because of our silence there is an
erosion of Godly morals in our cities, states, and in our nation.
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INTRO.- It's pretty obvious that America is in trouble what with the 13 Trillion dollar debt and climbing every day. I read
that it took only 6 months to go from 12 trillion to

I read that it took only 6 months to go from 12 trillion to And the moral situation of America is not good and
getting worse when 40 percent of all teens from ages 15 to 19 have had sex. And then there is the huge Gulf
Oil spew mess. No end in sight. The rapid increase of divorce; the undermining of dignity and sanctity of the
home, which is the basis of human society. Higher and higher taxes and the spending of public money for free
bread and circuses for the populace. The mad craze for pleasure; sports becoming every year more exciting
and more brutal. The building of gigantic armaments when the real enemy was within: The decay of
religionâ€”faith fading into mere formâ€”losing touch with life and becoming impotent to guide the people.
Do these five reasons for the fall of Rome tell us anything about our present national situation? Do we dare
elaborate on these? According to American Way, two statisticians who have spent much time studying the
matter have concluded that on a typical day in this country: He died on August 15, We only get to vote on
some man; we never get to vote on what he is to do. I just watch the government and report the facts. Not in
the military. And not even in the genius of Americans, if they are any! Here is our only hope: There is no
magic solution to save America. To save America we must save ourselves and others.
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The Only Hope for America has 1 rating and 1 review. Bill said: Palau hits home. If anything, his plea for the church to
return to the priority of evange.

The full title is "The Only Hope for America: On the cover was an attractive young man, age thirty-one, with
piercing eyes and a slight smile on his face, wearing his signature double-breasted suit with garish tie and
protruding pocket handkerchief. Journal editor Henry Dendy was not restrained in his thoughts about Graham:
Plagued by social agitation from within over racial integration and from without by infiltrating Communists,
worried by the centralizing thrusts of the National Council of Churches and the Federal Government, and
convinced that the younger generation was moving toward spiritual bankruptcy and moral confusion,
conservative Protestants in the South believed that the only answer was revival. Both as a result of their
ideology, which merged political, cultural, and religious conservatism seamlessly together in their southern
brand of modern American conservatism, and their biblical and theological reflection, Graham represented a
symbol of hope both for their nation and their church, the Presbyterian Church in the United States PCUS.
What America Needs As southern Presbyterian conservatives looked at s America, they had a generally
pessimistic view. We are a licentious people, an increasingly intemperate people. The Sabbath is more and
more a holiday instead of a holy day. Only too often we have a form of godliness but deny the power thereof.
There is corruption and bribery and intrigue in high and low places. Chief among them was whole-soul
surrender to the power of the Holy Spirit. The possibility of world-wide revival will merge into the certainty
of such a spiritual awakening when we as Christians and as the Church, go forth in that power alone. Another
ingredient for religious revival in America was a willingness to set aside denominational boundaries in order
to foster evangelistic success. We find a fire and a zeal too often lacking in our own pulpits. God yet uses any
and every method which exalts Him and His Word. Certainly America needs the impact of this messageâ€”the
message of salvation for sinners. Let us use and promote any method which brings men to know Him. One
elder suggested that the problem could be found in the general worldliness of the church: Worldliness in the
church is a symptom of spiritual sickness. Let us seek the cure of the disease, the symptoms will then
disappear. In , to make this point clear, a group of ministers and laymen took out a full page advertisement in
the Southern Presbyterian Journal. The text of the advertisement made clear the connection between revival
and clear doctrine: And yet, the answer was not simply apologetics that demonstrated the inspiration of
Scripture; the final and sole solution was actually revival.
Chapter 5 : Sean Michael Lucas: The Only Hope for America, no. 1
Revival: The Only Hope For America J. Kie Bowman Austin TX 3 America. The Bible says, "Blessed is the nation whose
God is the Lord," (Psalm ) When the people of God turn back to Him, the entire nation where that church exists.

Chapter 6 : Thousands March for 'Eternal Life' in Palm Sunday Rally: Jesus Is the Only Hope for America
The Only Hope For America, Adapted from a Steve Shepherd sermon calendrierdelascience.com?SermonID=

Chapter 7 : Dave Daubenmire: White, Heterosexual Christians Are The Only Hope For America | Right Win
"You're only as good a Christian as you are thankful!" â€”Dr. David Gibbs Jr.! I NEVER KNEW YOU: THE HORROR OF
THE GREAT WHITE THRONE OF JUDGMENT (a doctrinally sound, superbly written,.pdf book, by Michael P. Bowen
defending the simplicity of the Gospel.
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The Only Hope for America Posted by Sean Lucas This past April, my wife and I had the opportunity to enjoy the
hospitality of the Westminster Seminary California community as the Westminster Student Association Lecturer.

Chapter 9 : THE ONLY HOPE FOR AMERICA IS JESUS - Christian Music Videos
The mobile shortcut will then be added as an icon on your home screen. Press your menu button and find the option to
bookmark this page (a star icon for some browsers). Then choose the option to.
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